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Objective  of  the  project  is  to  develop  solar  based   L.E.D Street Light  luminarie  which  
are  M.N.R.E compliant. The aim of the work is to design white L.E.D luminaries which not 
only fulfills all the technical specifications for the above mentioned applications areas, but 
also incorporates the best optimal, thermal and electrical solutions while keep the design cost 
as low as possible to make the product market viable.   For the development of L.E.D based 
luminarie, various steps were involved. The first and foremost step was the selection of high 
power white L.E.D which produced a high lumen output. The subsequent steps involved the 
theoretical calculations; DIALux simulations based on the theoretical calculations, 
assembling of components after the simulation output met the M.N.R.E specifications, 
photometric evaluation of the prototypes, I.E.S file generation and then final dialux 
simulation to evaluate the light output of the prototype. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Many parts of rural India have not been 
electrified and even the villages that have 
been electrified, the power supply is 
extremely erratic. Case of blackout which 
lasts for days is not unheard of, rendering 
the power devices useless. This directly 
impacts the life of the people in the 
villages in forest areas by animals and due 
to lack of supply of Street lights in village 
roads because of power consumptions and 
transmission losses in Alternative current 
power. The Ministry of New and 
Renewable Energy (M.N.R.E) of the 
Indian Government has taken a bold 
initiative to light up the remotest o f  
a r e a s  our country with solar street 
lighting energy. It has developed technical 
specifications for manufacturers to 
produce systems which integrate solar 
energy with energy efficient lamps, to 
provide clean and quality illumination for 
the people. 
 
So far, the lamps that are being used for 
the purpose of solar street lighting are the 
conventional sodium vapour, metal halide 
and compact fluorescent lamps (CFL). The 
problem associated with such 
conventional lamps is that these lamps 
have a higher wattage, leading to higher 
system wattage. The higher system 
wattage directly implies the need to have a 
bigger battery with a PV Panel large 
enough to harness the solar energy to 
charge the battery and meet autonomy 
requirements. For example, a CFL based 
solar street light for rural areas required an 
11W CFL, fed by a battery of 12V, 75Ah 
and PV Panel of 74Wp capacity. A system 
with such specifications cost between Rs 
23700 -28000/-. This is a big financial 
investment even for the government. 
 
To overcome with this problems we can go 
with LED based luminaries if we reduced 
the luminary wattage automatically the 
other requirement such as panel , battery 
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A L.E.D based solar street lighting system 
consists of PV Module, control electronics, 
battery, and W-L.E.D based luminaries, all 
suitably mounted on a pole. The battery is 
charged by electricity generated through 
the PV module during day time and the 
luminaries provides light from dusk to 
dawn 
 
M.N.R.E. Broad Specifications for Solar 
Street Light  
The following specifications have been 
laid out by the MNRE for the solar street 
lighting models. 
 
Table 1: Broad specifications of MNRE Solar Streetlight System 
Light Source White Light Emitting Diode 
Light Output White colour 
Colour Temperature 5500 - 6500K 
Light Distribution 
Minimum 15 LUX when measured at the periphery of 4 meter diameter from a height of 
4 meter. The illumination should be uniform without dark bands or abrupt variations, and 
soothing to the eye. Higher light output will be preferred 
Mounting of Light pole or wall 
Electronics Minimum 85% efficiency 
Avg Duty Cycle Dusk to Dawn 
Autonomy 3 days (Minimum 42 operating hours per permissible discharge) 
 
The MNRE Solar Street Light system 
allows the use of only white light emitting 
diodes in the luminaire. As it specifies that 
autonomy of 42 hours must be obtained, 
hence average duty cycle has been 
assumed to be 14 hours. The luminaire 
must be able to meet the minimum 
specifications laid out the by ministry  
 
The following Table 2 lists out further the 
criteria which must be met by the solar 
Streetlight system 
 
Table 2: The criteria which must be met by the solar Streetlight system 
PV Rating  40 Wp under STC, measured at 16.4V as Vload. Module Voc minimum of 21V 
Battery  
 12V- 40Ah @ C/10 discharge rate, Lead Acid, Tubular Positive  Plate Flooded or Tubular GEL / 
AGM VRLA, Max 75% DoD  
Duty Cycle  
 The W-L.E.D solar street lighting system should be designed to operate from dusk to dawn, 
under average daily insolation of 5.5 kWh /sq.m. on a horizontal surface  
 
Maximum Wattage Calculation  
Let the maximum wattage supported by 
the battery be X.  
Battery rating = 12 V, 40 Ah.  
Autonomy = 3 days.  
Max. Depth of Discharge = 75% = 0.75.  
Reserve Capacity = 3/0.75= 4 days.  
Daily hours of operation = 14 hours.  
Hence, daily energy consumption in watt- 
hour (Wh) = 14*X Wh.  
 
Buck drivers are highly efficient and a 
DC/DC driver for L.E.D system has an 
efficiency ranging from 90% to 96. 
Converting the chemical energy to free 
electrons (electrical energy) can be greater 
than 90% efficient - some energy is lost to 
heat in cells and other battery pack 
components such as current conductors and 
fuses Assuming led driver efficiency  of 
92%, and battery efficiency of 90%  
 
The maximum L.E.D wattage will be X 
=7.096 W 
Hence max. L.E.D wattage is X= 8.57 * 
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L.E.D Specifications Used For DIALux 
Simulation  
The lumen output of any light emitting 
diode is dependent on the forward current, 
forward voltage, and its junction 
temperature. It is the junction temperature 
that decides the hot cold factor. Based on 
the datasheet, for the Tj= 85 °C, the hot 
cold factor is 0.93.  
The L.E.D forward drive current is 700mA 
and forward voltage is 3 V.  
Minimum luminous flux at 700mA = 220 
lumens.  
At 700 mA, lumen output = 220 * 1.0= 
220 lumens.  
But considering the hot cold factor and 
optics loss, lumen output will reduce.  
Lumen output @ Tj= 85 °C & If= 700mA, 
is 220 * 0.93 *0.95= 195 lumens.  
Wattage of L.E.D = Vf * If = 3.00 * 0.7 = 
2.1 W  
For the Solar street lighting system, 3 
L.E.D are being used.  
Hence, overall lumen output from the 
system = 3 * 195 lumens = 585 lumens.  
Total L.E.D system wattage = 3 * 2.1 W= 
6.3 W.  
Therefore, solar street light has L.E.D 
wattage of 6.3 W.  
With the same efficiency assumptions of 
driver and battery the system wattage will 
be 7.2 W.  
 
DIALUX SIMULATION FOR SOLAR 
STREET LIGHT BASED ON 
THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS  
The DIALux simulations were carried out 
by choosing an outdoor scene. The 
luminaries were mounted at a height of 4m. 
The luminaries consist of 3 L.E.Ds, 
connected in series, with each L.E.D fitted 
with a lens, to concentrate the beam to 60 
degrees. The lens used was B&M Optics 
L601-RX. A radial calculation grid of 
2.00m radius was placed to measure the 
lux level at different points on the floor. 
The simulation was run and the following 
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It was observed that the minimum lux 
level obtained from the dialux was 15 lux, 
which was in accordance with the 
specifications laid out by the MNRE. The 
average lux levels obtained was 28 lux. The 
maximum reading obtained was 37 lux, 
with uniformity ratio of 0.55. The ratio of 




Solar Street Light Prototype 
The prototype was built after the successful 
simulation carried out in DIALux. The 
prototype uses the LUXEON REBEL ES 
L.E.Ds as the light source, which is 
mounted on a star PCB, which is thermally 
attached to the die precision cut heat sink, 
using TIM 3M- 8810. Table 3 has the 
technical specifications for the prototype.
Table. 3: Technical Specifications of Solar Street Light Prototype 
Description Rating 
Forward Voltage  9.25V  
Forward Current  700 mA  
Wattage 6.475W  
CCT  5438 K  
Test Distance  4m  
Lumens  583 lumens  
 
Solar Street Light Prototype Thermal 
Resistance Calculations  
The solder point temperature measured for 
the solar street light was 60 °C. The L.E.D 
wattage of the system is 6.3 W. The thermal 
resistance of MCPCB is 10 °C/W interface 
material is 1.51°C/W.  
Here, the ambient temperature is the solder 
point temperature, hence  
Tj = Tsp+ Rj-sp * P.D  
Tj = 60 + (6+7)* 2.1 °C  
Tj = 87.3 °C  
Now to calculate heat sink resistance, using 
the same formula,  
Tj = Ta + (Rj-a) * P.D  
Now, here ambient temperature is 30 °C; 
substituting all the values in above 
equation;  
87.3 = 30 + (R j-c + R MCPCB) * single 
L.E.D P.D + (RTIM + RHS )* System 
L.E.D P.D  
87.3 = 30 + (7 +10) *2.1 + (1.51 + RHS ) * 
6.3  




It can be safely concluded that the 
prototypes developed were meeting the 
M.N.R.E specifications. The prototypes 
are market viable and price competitive. 
The solar street light e light prototypes 
offer a lower system wattage option 
compared to existing products in the 
market. This also increases the autonomy 
of the system.  Its total cost of ownership 
and life cycle cost analysis proves that 
over a period of time, this prototype offers 
the cheapest solution, while providing 
quality illumination at the same time. 
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